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State-Owned Enterprises :
trood Policy Implementers
James E. Austin and Jonathan Fox

The planners of the Mexican Food System (SAM) looked at Mexico's
food problem through the lens of an integrated food systems approach, as

described

in Chapter 3. Their diagnosis and policy recommendations

were based on a theoretical foundation that sawthe processes ofaccess to

agricultural inputs, food production, commercialization, processing, and
distribution as part of a single system. They used this approach to determine where policy makers could and should have an impact on that system in order to change it. To implement these decisions, Mexico's food
policy makers chose to use a wide range of powerful state-owned enterprises (SOEs) active at the different stages in that system. The rationale
was that the SOEs were in place and could mobilize immediately to implement the strategy. SAM's producer incentives and consumer subsidies
were policy decisions made at the macro level, and the SOEs could serve
as the conduits. The eflectiveness of the new food strategy would be signihcantly determined by the substance and form of the response of the
SOEs as implementing agencies. Could they, and would they, respond as
the SAM strategists planned?
In this chapter we describe and analyze the role of Mexico's SOEs as
policy instruments in carrying out the 1980-1982 national strategy of selfsufliciency in basic grains. First food sector SOEs are described. Next we
discuss the SOEs'possible responses to SAM and document and analyze
the acfual responses. In the hnal section we draw conclusions regarding
the use of SOEs as food policy implementers.

SOEs in the Food Sector: Roles and Prevalence

The Mexican government has increasingly used SOEs in all of its
economic sectors (Hill, 1981; Barenstein, 1982; SPP, 1982; Cohen and
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Thirty, I983). The number of federal- and state-level SOEs grew from 84 in
1970 to 966 in 1982, excluding banks, which were nationalized in that year
(Mercado de Valores, 1982). Almost one-third of these SOEs are in the
food sector.

Food Sector SOEs: Definirion. 'lhe food sector can be usefully viewed
as a system encompassing the broad range of productive activities and inputs needed to produce, transform, and transport food to the ultimate
point of consumption. The literature on SOE's has generally divided them
into narrower, more traditional sectoral categories, such as agriculfure,
manufacturing, or commerce. This segmented approach is inadequate for
analyzing food policy implementation, which by its very nafure requires
actions across (and among) the segments. Using the traditional sectoral
categories also tends to cloak the importance of SOEs to food policy. Estimates of the importance of SOEs in the economy frequently relate their
value-added to the GDP. For example, Jones et al. (1982) state that SOEs
make a small contribution to the agriculfural sector compared to their role
in other sectors, they cite figures of 1.8% for India and 0.2o/o for South
Korea, versus about l5% in manufacturing in these countries. Similarly,
SOEs in Mexico play a very minor role in actual on-farm production. This
comparison is misleading, however, because it does not take ínto account
the importance of the SOEs in providing manufactured inputs to agriculture, in commercializing and processing the agricultural ouþuts, in supplying key logistic and financial services, and in shaping market prices at
each stage of the production and distribution process.
We dehne food sector SOEs, therefore, as those engaged in any of the
following activities: production and supply of agricultural inputs, such as
seeds, agrochemicals, equipment, technical assistance; agricultural production; purchasing, transport, storage, processing or distribution of
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Grain market shares of SOEs as of

Activiry
fnPuts
Credit

Agrochemicals

1979

soE

Share

BANRURAL FIRA

SOE share of total value,75.4%. BAN-

RTJRAL share of totâl credit, 52%
FIRA share of private credit, 48.6%.1
BANR.URAL share of area harvested: 27.4%.2 Maize share of BANRURAL area harvested: 43%.1

FERTIMEX

Share

of fertilizer production,

of international trade,

1007o.

100%.

Import share of national consump-

tio¡, 2U/o."_ Distribution through
SOEs, 53%.5 #l national insecticiãe
producer, #2 herbicide producer.
Seeds

PRONASE

Sha¡e

of certified maize and

bean

seed production, 90o/o. Certihed
wheat, 43o/o. Certified sorghum,
107o.6

Tractors

SIDENA. FIA

SIDENA-Ford market share,

Crop insurance

ANAGSA

Share

Technical assistance

BANRURAL FIRA
LUNASUPU

Share of area sown
covered, 48Yo.8

PRONAGRA

Share

of basic grain area

307o.7

insured,

49%.

Production Grains

with maize

of national rice production,

6o/o.9

Commercialization
Procurement

CONASTJPO

of national
maize production sold, 23.17o. SOE
sha¡e of maize demand, 33.1%. SOE
share of grain imports, 1007o. Import
share of national maize consumption, 9.8%.lo

ANDSAs CONASUPOBORUCONSA

CONASUPO share of national ware-

agricultural raw materials or transformed food stuffs; and provision of
Itnancial resources, such as credit and insurance. Table 4.1 lists the SOEs
that were involved in the implementation of the SAM program; it reveals
that these enterprises were important actors in all stages of the food system
except the direct production of basic grains (see the Glossary at end of
book for English translation of SOE names).
SOEs are also heavily involved in other aspects of Mexican agriculture,
such as the production, commercialization, and processing of coffee,
sugar, hsh, and fruit, but these foodstuffs fell outside SAM's primary focus
on basic grains and, therefore, outside our analysis. We do not examine
the impofant role played by the central government through the Ministry
of Agriculrure and Water Resources (SARH). SARH controls one key production input, water, through its construction and distribution of Mexico's
irrigation resources. It also provides much research and technical assistance. General macro policies*exchange rates, wage levels, and price
controls, for example, also affect food policy; these are addressed in Chapters 13 and 14.

Share

Warehousing

SOE share purchased

house capacity, 407o.ll ANDSA share

of CONASLIPO capacity, 68%.12
BORUCONSA share of national
CONASUPO maize purchases,
737o.rl Share of BORUCOÑSA maize

rcceived
subsidy.
Wholesaling
Retailing

CONASUPO.
IMPECSA
CONASUPO.

DICONSA

with PACE transportation
I

9.8o/" (l 978- 1979),14

SOE coveraee of national food retailers. l5.8dl5
SOE share of national retail market
for basic consumer goods, 9%. Cover-

age: 75@ towns, 25 million consumers.ló Rural share of number of
DICONSA outlets, 7 1.7%, 17
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Processing
Grains. oilseeds

Maize

ICONSA

MINSA

..-'-^r
nolluLar

nationaloitseed milling
capacity, l0.5yo. SOE share of vegetable fat production, l0%. SOE sha¡e
of whear milling, 7,4%,18 ICONSA
share of basic food product market
(Alianza brand), 6%.ra
SC)E share of

SOE.share of maize flour production,

TRICONSA

SOE share of_Mexico Ciry bread pro-

duction,

Mitk

LICONSA

4O%.21

SOE share of national milk produclio¡,l7Vo. Share of imports, 1007o. Import sþ-are of national consumption,
11.8Yo.22

A¡imal

feed

Formulated foods

AIBAMEX

SOE share of mixed feed ma¡ket,
(4th largest producer).

NUTRIMEX

No data

6yo

source: lPatron Guerra and Fuentes Navarro,
4Based,

19g2. 2SARH, Memo. r9g2b.
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ii¿tze¿ prices, they rnust turn to the central government for funds to cover
ihe resultant defìcits. This necessarily increases the SOEs'dependence on
the central government. Conversely, SOEs that generate large surpluses,

such as the

oil company PEMEX may achieve substantial autonomy

even without being

run efïìcientiy. The drive to increase the fìnancial

autonomy of the enterprise may be one reason why some of the more entrepreneurial SOEs in the food sector serve more afïluent market seg-

addition to those in need of subsidìes (e.g., DICONSA,
LICONSA, ALBAMEÐ. The issue of central government-SOE relations
is dealt with below in the context of the discussion of SOE response to
rnents
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SOEs may be managed highly efïìciently, and their directors may be irr

ct,^ -^
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Although President l-apez Portillo began his administrative reform
in 1976 (Bailey, 1980), SOEs were not reorganized
into sectors under the new ministries until 1982. Most food sector SOEs
then fell under the ministries of agriculture, (ALBAMEX NUTRIMEX
PRONAGRA, PRONAS E), fina nce (ANAGSA,, BANRURAL), i ndu strial
development (FERTIMEX SIDENA), and commerce (CONASUPO).
upon assuming office

(For a complete listing of SOEs by sector, see Mercado de Valores, Sept. l3
and 20, 1982.)
Food Sector SOEs: Economic [mportance. Some of the available indicators of the economic importance of SOEs in the food sector include

number, employment, trade, agroindustrial investment,

and market

shares.

1982.

l.
soE-central Govemment organizational Ties. Food sector soEs are
little different from soEs in other sectors in their wide variety of relations

with the central government. some appear highly autonomorís, tite Frne;
others seem closely linked to particulãr mini-stries, as is the case of pRoNASE and BANRURAL to SARH. on closer examination, however, degree of autonomy may not be conditioned primarily by organizational
structure; political alignments within the ruling coalition, coriplementary
or conflicting policy orientations, and degree of SoE depeidence on
central-government hnancing may be more important factôrs.
FIþ for example, may appear to operate trighty uuto.ro-ãurly com_
pared to other soBs in the food sectoi, but it shoúld
be recalled that it
operates under the policy direction of another soE, the
Banco de México,
which often shares the poricy orientation of the rrnánce *i"irt.¡
i" â¿¿ition, FIRA has greatei financial autonomy because of its
internationar
elonors. Thus, while an SûE appears to oierate
independenrlt;¡ i"r""_
tionally.related parts of the søtäappurut,ri ìi may
in fact be foilowing a

policy direction set elsewhere in ttrË gove;Àerrt.

Number: Approximately
the food system.

30o/o

of

1982's 966 SOEs were

directly related to

in the food sector are large employers. CONASUPO and its afïiliates employed approximately 24,000 people in
1979, making it one of the largest employers in Mexico (CONASUPO,
1980a). Some of SOEs are highly capital-intensive, however, because of
the techniques of production chosen to manufacture, for example, fertilizer, animal feed, or bread.
3. Trade: CONASUPO controls all of Mexico's international grain trade,
and other SOEs fìgure heavily in the commercialization and trade of
key crops such as coffee and sugar.
4. Investment in agroindustry.' Government ownership of the food-processing industry rose from 18.3% in 1970 to 21.7o/oi¡ 1975. The SOE percentage of gross hxed investment in food processing, however, rose
ftom20.1Vo in 1970 to 88.6% in 1975. The SOE share of value-added,
however, was only 6.1% in 1970 and 1}.5o/o ín 1975. This is partty
2. Employmenr: SOEs

because the food processing share within SOE value-added as a whole
was 3.3% in 1970 and3.4o/o in 1975 (SPP, 1982: 4.1.3.3,4;4,2,1.6.8).
5. Market shares: To give a sense of the role of SOEs in the food system
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before SAM, Tâble 4.1 presents some indicators of their relative impor_
tance within their particular activities. It is clear that soEs are significant actors throughout the food system.
SOEs and SAM: The Implementation Experience
As pointed out in chapter 3, the sAM strategy rejected the notion that it
was in the national interest to continue its growing dependence on imported (largely u.s.) foodstuflfs. Instead of following the ãictates of the law of

"comparative advantage" of exporting oit and importing grains, Mexico
would sowoil revenues in the countryside. The stated goal was not only to
revitalize food production, but to modernize and redisiribute income, particularly to small farmers. This was to increase national autonomy while
reinvigorating a state-peasant alliance that dated back to the revóludon.
In addition, increased access to subsidized food was to meet nutritional
needs and to defuse the tensions deriving from rising but unmet expecta-

tions.
The implementation task raised the question, would the soEs have the
capability and motivation to respond to the new strategy? As stated previously, we contend that the effectiveness of the new rtrat"gy was sigrrificantly determined by the substance and form of the resþãnse of-the
soEs. Furthennore, full implementation of the strategy w'ould require
changes in the structures and administrative procedures of the soEs
whose actions were not previously in accordanðe with the sAM strategy

.gtate-twned
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cAM strategists to consult with. and elicit the cooperation of, the SOEs; (2)
ãirut *ur announced with less than three years remaining in the adminisiåtøn, U.lting the abilify of those SOEs that did try to i-mplement SAM
in mat. structural changes in their organizations; (3) The decisionãaking process and its short time frame prevented the active participation
ãf p.urunt producers, SAM's state primary target group, in the strategic
lorrnulation or the implementation design of the policy.
Bureaucratic Incentives

Facilitating Factors. Although the SOEs function as autonomous legal
entities, the political strucfure and patronage system make them highly
responsive to the political priorities emanating from the presidency. Thus,
bv ðlearly manifesting that SAM was a top political priority of the presidánt, the policy makers were able to create a strong incentive for SOE
managers to implement the strategy vigorously. The SAM planners hoped
that this would compensate for the time constraints. Furthermore, those
SOEs that already had adopted, on their own, strategies similar to SAM's
were probably able to accelerate their growth more than they would have
otherwise.

Inhibiting Factors. The emergence of the SAM group within the ofhce
of the presidency gave rise to a potential competitor within the arena of
bureaucratic politics. Some entities may have felt threatened by the existence of the SAM group and therefore tried to reduce its power, perhaps
by resisting or diverting implementation of the strategy. The fact that the

(see Chandler, 1962; Ickis, 1978).
Three categories of factors could facilitate or

SAM group was a policy-formulating entity rather than an operating entity made it dependent on the existing ministries and SOEs for implemen-

plementation, and the level of economiç resources availabìe, which affects
the capacity for implementation.

tation. This gave leverage to the latter and thus raised the potential for
bureaucratic competition impeding implementation. Outright opposition
to SAM, however, was not expected to be politically viable because it
would mean openly rejecting the president's decision. This was a particularly sensitive situation because of the upcoming candidate-selection
process for the 1982 change in administration. This constraint, plus the inhibiting factors mentioned above in the context of timing, created an incentiye for "window-dressing" behavior. The possibility existed that the
SOEs would designate many of their activities as SAM, while in reality
only relabelling existing activities rather than making any substantive
changes to implement the strategy.

inhibit policy implementation: temporal context, bureaucratic incentives, and èconåmii resoura- conceptual level these three categories imply a general in"gr. +t behavior model for soEs. Their
stitutional
res--ponse wili be shãped by the
social and political situation out of which the new strategy arises, the set of
political or other incentives that motivate the soEs to su-pport orresist im-

Temporal Contqt

Facilitating Factors. sAM emerged in the aftermath of, and partially in
response to, the shortfalls in the 1979 grain crop. This may havì created a
"crisis-response context" that in rurnlreated a greater sènse of
urgency
and propensify to act on part of the SOEs.

Inhibiting Factors. This same "crisis-response context

" which in-

creased the need to act" also compressed the iime frame for irnplementa-

tion. This. sharply constrained the possibility of comprehensive implementation for three reasons: (r) It reduced the time åvailabre to the

Availab

ility

oJ Econ

omic Resources

Facilitating Factors. The SAM strategy called for heary use of subsidies
for both producers and consumers. This required alarge outlay of resources. The willingness of the president to channel revenue to the implementers of SAM to cover these needs eased implementation by reducing SOE

[mplementation
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resistance, The sAM strategists were able to co-opt many of, the soEs by

(l) ensuring that their

regrrlar operations would not suffer from tlic subsidized prices by ensuring reimbursement of dehcits, (2) allowing them to
expand their operation¡ and hence their sphere of influence, una
1:¡
abling them to add the sAM target group without necessarily abandoning
"ntheir traditional clients and constituencies.
Inhibiting Factors. As economic resources became scarcer, ihe capacity and willingness of the soEs to implement the strategy decreased. Thus
the soE performance for sAM was hindered when the l9g2 austerify
measures greatly reduced the resources available.

SOE Responses
examine the possible soE responses to sAM, we anaryzethe actions
soEs during rhe 1980-1982 period. The analysis is based on
.the_
published and unpublished documents, as well as direct, structured interviews with SOE managers, SAM strategists, and industry experts.
analysis hrst documents the extent of the .esponsei to s-AM of each
-our
of the soEs operating in the input, processing, a.td com-e.cialization
stages. In general, we.find that the empirical evidence reveals a strong,
positive, although varied response by tñe SOEs.
of^To

Inputs

PRONASE: seeds. sAM's package of production inputs included 75%
subsidies on the price of improved and sèlected grain ánd bean varieties,
le.ading to^a large jump in demand and a strong.éspo'se by the soE supplie^r. PRONASF. ouþut of certihed seed shot up tò t¡¡,ooo tons in l9gb,
106% over 1979. Production continued to grow 1o235,000 tons in l9g l,
and
to 215,000 in 1982, an increase ol l4|o/o over lgTg (FEp, lgg4:521).
In order to evaluare the PRONASE response to sAM, it is neceésary to
disaggregate the growth in seed production by crop. certified maize seed
production grew 559o/o between 1979 and t980, from g000 tons ofcertihed
t9 53,000, fell slightly to 44,000 rons in lggl and then ro 17,000 tons in
::.^9
production was very low before SAM, only 5'300 tons in
1?g? Pell seed
1979.By 1981 PRONASE was producing 4o,000 tons, an increase of 65g%.
',

Rice seed production rose to 23,000 tonì in l9gr, g6% over 1979. wheat,
because of its earlier importance, grew only rg0%o, from 45,000 to 126,000
tons between 1979 and 1982. some c.ops .toi considered baslc to sAM
also
experienced signihcant increases in ÞRot IRSE ouþu! particularly
barley.soybeans, and sorghum (FEp, lggl:521).
Most of this growth took place during tÉr.. .rop cycles. Special im_
.
plementation
actions to maintain qualiry-controt, as weit u, .upia
sion of PRoNASE's network of reôeptión, processing and
storage"ip^rriåfra-
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The criollo maíze program tried to improve the productivity of local
varieties; it was applied by an estimated one million peasants on 2.5
rnillion hectares in 1982. The share of nonreproducing hybrids in relation
to freely pollinating certifìed seed rose ftom2o/o in 1979 to 45% in 1981
(pRONASE, 1982). This suggests an increased integration into the market
for purchased inputs on the part of a substantial fraction of maize producers. The area sown with improved varieties grew about fwo and a half
tirnes between 1977 and 1981. PRONASE estimated that use of improved
seed results in productivity increases of at least 15% (assuming the seed is
appropriate to the zone and that quality control holds up). Some observers, however, have expressed concem about the possible loss of criollo
genetic stock, as well as small producer autonomy, as a result of this
process.

By 1981 the area sown with PRONASE seeds had risen to an estimated
million hectares, 150% over 1977 (PRONASE, 1982:114). PRONASE's
growth is accounted for by the favorable convergence of SAM's producdon and input subsidies with PRONASE's increased investment in its
reception, processing, and storage network. PRONASE's close identihcation with SAR-H may have accelerated its grou,th; PR.ONASE could be
seen as having been one of SARH's principal implementing vehicles for
SAM. Increased use of high-yield varieties was a central part of SARH's
own policy agenda. As an indication of the priority SARH accorded pRONASE during SAM, the incoming 1982 administration made the former
3.0

minister of agriculture the new director of PRONASE. In conclusion,
PRONASE responded quantitatively in a major way, but with imperfections that may have serious long-run implications. For a more detailed
analysis of the seed industry, see Chapter 6.
FERTIMEX: Agrochemicals. FERTIMEXs ability to respond quickly
to SAM's increase in demand was limited, because FERTIMEX plants
were already working at close to capacity, and new plant investments require both large capital outlays and long construction periods. One way
FERTIMEX dealt with the announcement of SAM was to increase the
truck fleet to speed delivery and to make procedural changes necessary to
reduce inventory supplies from 30 days of demand to 15 days. As one high
FERTIMEX ofhcial put it, "we learned of the existence of SAM precisely
on the lSth day of March, 1980." FERTIMEX also quickly increased írs
import levels.
SAM's production input policies for basic grains cut FERTIMEX prices
to about 20% below prevailing prices. An additional l0% transport subsidy
was also given. This 10% extra was available to all rain-fed farmers and to
irrigated farmers with 20 hectares or less. This second discount was the
only signihcant SAM subsidy with access explicitly limited by size of pro-
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ducer, but 20 irngafed hectares is relatively large. The discounts created ¿
huge economic incentive to use more fertïlizer. The ehallenge to FER_TIMEX was to meet the increased demand.
The increases in imports during the SAM period were relatively costly.
As one official recalled, "we had to enter the international market in deiperation," that is, without bargaining power. However, a series of large in_
vestments in increased capacity begun in l9l7 soon began to come on_

In 1982 FERTIMEX had an annual installed capacig of 4.4
million tons, and the plants under construction in that year were to add 1.7

Srarc -Owned
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by time. FERTIMEX responded by chaiiging procedures and

rnressured
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'Orc high official noted that "perhaps our participation would have
been a bit more efÏicient if they had invited us in advance. . . . We were

Dractically ignored. in spite of the fact that SAM, no doubt, wouldn't have
äoften anyr,vhere without fertilizers." According to a top SAM planner, the
Áírector of FERTIMEX had been consulted in advance, trut word ap-

stream.

parently.did not fìlter down to the operational level

million more in the short term.
Although FERTIMEX is an autonomous state enterprise, the central
government compensated it for the losses incurred by the pricing policies

preparatlons'

and the need to import. Fertilizer prices were estimated to have been26r/o
below production costs in late 1981. The government also financed FERTIMEKs capital spending and debt service charges. Fertilizer production
increased 9.4% from 1979 to 1980, from 2.5 to2.g million tons. volume continued to increase in 1981 to 3.4 million tons and in l9g2 to 3.6 million
tons, increas es of 22.7 and 60/o, respectively. The deficit in national production grew to 23o/o in 1980 and then fell to l6 and l8% in lggl and 19g2. Imports totaled 78,000 tons ín l98Z (FERTIMEX 1982:66,95; 1982b). Sates
volume, which includes imports as.well, grew 22.3o/o in l9g0 and another
14.8

and

11.9%

in

1981

and

1982

(FEp,

t9B4:302).

impact on FERTIMEX is shown by the increase in sales of NpI!
-sAM's
a rerûlizer often used for rain-fed grain crops. sales of NpK rose g.2% in
1980,13.7o/o in 1981, and 74o/o in 1982. By 1982 sales were 33% greater than
had been projected for that year. The effect on the total area Ireated with
fertilizer was more uneven, rising 9.5% in 1980, only 0.3% in 19g 1, and then
22.5o/oin 1982. This rate of change may be partly accounted for by the lggl
increase in the average amount of fertilizer applied per unit arêa, which
probably went up due to favorable rainfall, and partly by l9g2's inflationinduced drop in the real price (FERTIMEX DSZb¡.
sAM coincided with the implementation of unrelated majorchanges in
the system of national fertilizer distribution. In an attempt to increa-se efficiency, FERTIMEX shifted from reliance on commission agents to more
direct and instifutional sales. Befwee n 1979 and 19g0, sales tirough commission agents fell 42.8o/o, while sales to BANRURAL rose 36.g%, from
22.8 to 28.2% of total sales. A nefwork of state-level enterprises was also
created, and their share rose 47.8o/o, to 24o/o or the l9g0 totai (FERTTMEX
1980). Limits on markups made provision of decentrarizeà storage and
trucking facilities less prohtable for private entrepreneurs, whic-h may
have increased BANRURAL's importance as a supplier ol fertilizer for
small producers.
In conclusion, FERTIMEX came up against the technícal constraint of
bulþ investments, was not consulted ai the operational level, and was

^

in the fc¡rm òf

FERTIMEX did respond. Supply was not a constraint on implementa-

don, although it was costly. Finally, there were procedural and some strucrural changes in distribution, but these may not have been suffìcient to
reach the smaller farms effectively.
SIDENA FTA: Tractors. Total public and private tractor sales (excluding SIDENA) increased l2o/o from I 4,000 to I 5,700 befwe en l9i 9 and I 980,
and another 15.4% in 1981 to 18,000 units. In 1982, as SAM budget curs
tightened credit, reducing demand to 13,400 units, sales fell25.9% (AtufW
Bolerín 205, Jan. 1983).

SIDENA with the only small tractor on the marke! experienced in-

creased demand, but not as much as producers of medium and large tractors. In 1980, for example, production of small tractors (under 60 Hp) increased 2.1%,while ouþut of medium-sized tractors gre:r25o/o and of large
tractors 18% over 1979 (Mercado de Valores,2l Dec. 1981).

SOE participation in tractors increased during SAM when the Agriculh¡ral Tractor Factory (FfA) was formed in 1981 as a joint venture between the state development bank NAFINSA (600/o) and Ford Motor Com-

pany

(4Ðo/o).

Ford entered this project as part of the Mexicanization
SIDENA had manufac-

process for transnational companies. Previously,

fured for Ford on a subcontracting basis. Ford held a major share of the
market. FTA's first factory was projected to produce 9000 units in l9g3

(Mexican-American Review, Oct. 1982).
There was a dehnite increase in area using mechanized farming during
SAM, particularly in the irrigated areas. The irrigated area that wai totally
mechanized in crop year 1980- 1981 reached 2.9 million hectares, 3Jo/o oyer

irrigated area partially mechanized increased 2lvo over
1.3 million hectares, while the small amount of nonmechanized area under irrigation increased 3i% to 0.2 million hectares
(FEP, I, 1982:41). This expansion was related more to SAM's indiscriminate increase in credit than to a particular state role in tractor
1978-1979. The

i978-1979

to

production.

In conclusion, farm machinery SOE changes directly caused by SAM
stimuli was
substantial (see Chapter 10).
BANRURAL: Credit. BANRURAL was one of the hrsr SOEs conwere modest, while the private sector response to the market

W

I
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sulted by SAM, receiving what one sAM planner ca,ed "speciar
attention." The planners wanted to see how much flexibilirv rho'r" r¡rec r-n. ..
quick response to make credir available in rime f"; rh"
;;;üìràö;;;;
ing decisions. BANRURAL quickry carried out a piláipiå¡"!,iá
*" rr"*
the packet of inputs and incentivei worked. rhe åspoise
Çut ãn"ou.ug-

ing, and the agency moved ahead.
. For BANRURAL, the March l9g0 announcement of SAM meant the
immediate reduction of interest rates for any procrucer
of maize or beans
to r2o/o. Below-marker rares were available ioi other
;;ù. ciu.n
that there was no readjustment clause for inflation, "-;";;
*t
i-"ï*ãr'*i.,l.rg
ut
over 20o/o, these interest rates were negative in real
terms.
BANRURAL credits in rggr *rr"ó2o/o over l9g0
and fi9% over 1979
(FEP, IV, t98l:203). Inflation was2lo/oin 1980
and20% in-tõiõ, ,åir,. ir_
crease in credit available was substantial in
real terms.
The area receiving BANRURAL credits increased
signifìcantly during
sAM' Area nìnanced in l9g0 was 49%
than
in
1979, reaching 4.g
-oie
million hecrares' In rggl the area firnanced
increased urrotnéiii.rø, to e.:
million hectares, and in lgg2. it hit a high of 7.2 milrion
hectares. Area
hnanced expanded mo-re_rapidry than tfie also-increasi.g
l.l9-ilg. to a higher BANRU-RAi share of area sown (FEp,".*^piu"t.¿,
1984:528).
Within the crop sector, the attention to _aize u"d
b.;;;ã.r""o
irr_
creased. Area sown wirh maize and beans in
l9g0 *", 6gt;d;;r".it u'in
19p
from 1.8 million to 3.0 million hectares. This rose
another 3g%
-rising

in l98l

to 4.2 millionrectares, and a high of 4.4 milion
hectares was
1982 (see Chapter i).
BANRURAL also servei^.a ,úbst rrtiully larger number
of producers
during

fi"31:g!_Ll

sAM' It financed_r7%.-o.. p.od,rérs in l9g0 than in
1979, rising
lrom l-24 m'lion ro 1.45 m'lion. l" rgsi th" number
rose 33% ro 1.65
million and in 1gg2 hit r.7 million. of these, g30/o were
ejidatarios $troducers who work tand.t!3g tt-r^e¡
a tejar .igr,t to

t"[

.r,"-"__C,Fp!e.r

BANRURAL''

frave
2) (SARH, I 982b :468).

"ipíáîituiîu.,r,o,

pattern of credit anocation among types
.
of loans also
changed somewhat. The share of short-term
crop loans, which had fallen

to70%

in

1980, rose to 73o/oin

l98l and 79o/oiniss2.4;""ì*'r^Jù.ru.u_

ment loans, on the other hand, felr from 240/o
in lgg0 to igoro inresi. I_o.rgterm credit is dedicated to increasing capitarizatio",
.rrri"n

iì fJän"tiatty
the principal source of sustained i"rãur"'Jpiåductiviff.
Little goes ro peasant producers, however. Whether long-term
ofwhar rype of productiorii,
i:1lÌi;tioncredit
examlntng
use by fype

cre¿it prárnoies

i., iu"t

U'uri"!l*i.r,

This involves

"upiralized.
of loan.
The crop-livestock breakãor¡¡n
pattern
a
similar to the changing
¡lrows
short-te¡m -Ions-rerm sha res. wirhi;
Iüåii *,r
to 61'7vo in 1980' risins to 64.so/o in rçar.
iir"
iiuestock share, on the other
hand, had risen from 16.1"¡ii
ze'.l"t in I980, failing to 23.4% in
1981. within long-term credit,
the..op rtuå fell from 73.go/o in 1977 to

rh".r:;; ;;öi#;;
lglli,

ñarc-Owned EnterPrises
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in 1981. In real terms, long-term live1981 at an annuai rare of 35%, that lor the
agroindustry at 56.lYo, and for crops at only 16.6% (Reyes ,1982:6,7). Given
that small producers tend to receive only short-tenn crop loans, a substan5g.Zo/o

in

1980,

rising to only

stock credit grew

fîom

1917

60.30/o

to

dal proportion of lending apparently went to producers who had alternadve sources of formal credit, and whose solvency reduced their need for

subsidized rates of interesl During SAM, however, BANRURAL increasingly favored short-term crop loans, reversing the earlier trend.
In addition to providing subsidized credit, BANRURAL also administers nineteen trust funds. Two of them, the Shared-Risk Fund (FÍRCO)
and the Rural Promotion Fund (FIPROR), were created in l9g0 and lggl
with the purpose of assisting in the implementation of SAM. The FIRCO
was, in the words of a SAM strategis! "100% SAM." It attempted to induce
traditional producers on rain-fed land to adopt new technolõgical producfion methods by insuring their investment cost against crop failúre. The
insurance took into account the average value of the harveìt, that is, the
farmer's revenue risk, not just the cash value of the inputs applied. The
goal was to assume the risks involved in adopting the new technologies in
areas particularly vulnerable to weather variations. FIRCO participants
received seeds and fertilizer inputs at discounts even greater than the
regular SAM subsidies.

FIRCO played an important role in SAM's public relations, as an example of I-apez Portillo's intended renovation of the historical statepeasantalliance. FIRCO coverage, however, was fairly limited, reaching a
high point of 78,000 hectares in 1981. This was only 1.37o/o of the area
covered by conventional crop insurance through ANAGSA, and it dropped almost 507o in 1982 to only 35,000 hectares (ANAGSA, 1992:43).
According to a former top ANAGSA official, BANRURAL had difficulfy administering the shared-risk program and often encouraged producers to sign up with ANAGSA rather than set up another accoúnt with
FIRCO. sAM created FIRCO through BANRURAL rather than through
ANAGSA because planners saw ANAGSA as too inflexible. It appears,
however, that SAM was unable to encourage BANRURAL to'push
FIRCO, leading at leasr one sAM planner to èonclude that the shåredrisk crop insurance proglam should have been carried out by ANAGSA
rather than an entirely new agency.
The changes in credit allocation described above indicate that there was
a major shift in the orientation of BANRURAL's activities when sAM
became a national priority. until that time, credit expansion primarily
benehted luxury and industrial crops and livestock inst"ud^ of basic
grains. In 1980 the direction of expansion shifted toward rain-fed and
grain-producing beneficiaries. The change was in the pattern of growth,
however; it was not a redistribution away from the previously priileged
sectors, which continued to receive real increases. while the data show increasing attention to maize and beans, Reyes's (1982) information shows

ffi
ålt-:

.l

::j

Implementation
that, in fìnancial terms, livestock still was more important relative
to crops
at the end of López. Portillo's term fhan at the heøinnins Íìr,r,,,.^.,*..r,...9f the panern of posr-1e82 curbacks
SAM-induced changes were structural, as opposed tõ simply
üeing a
result of temporary access to large amounts oïresources.

*lt ;;;;?;;'ä;;;å.";;';;i'.it,i:

In

terms of administrative

procedures, BANRURAL made some
changes to fìt sAM's political und
ic goal of increasing attention
to the rain-fed grain producers. The ""orron
goals wereLo increase ttre efîciency or
resource use, to reduce bureaucratic rimits to credit
access,

unJiãìàpror.

the timing and amount of credit provided. Imprementation
measures included (l) decentralizing authorify to shift resources
befween different
crops' activities, and areas, in acóordance with sAM
;¡oJti.i^to tt.
regional level, (2) sysrematically pubricizing credit-appricuiiãn
i^ro.,ouadvance, (3) automaticaily'renewing credit for proven
1t?".i1
clients, and
(4) doing research at the regionát revel toimprove
long+erm
ur".
BANRURAL arso announced atr anempr to iå"..ur"
"ì"Jit
thã à"gr""ìåïni"n
peasant needs were taken into account. peasant
credit requîrements, ex_
pressed through local branches, were to
be passed up to tn. io"áiir.igatea
or. Rain-fed.District committee, which
was'to increase coordination with
other state agricurturar agencies, as we' as with p."r""i"ìÀuäi"ti"rr.
The bra-nch operationar pìa.n was tne.t passea
up tå u" irrt.t u'tläüto tt
regional and national credit allocaúoí plans.
"
By the late 1970s, BANRURAL had acquired
the reputation of being a
ma.ssive. bureaucracy,

comrpt and insensitive to p""r""lrr,
634 branches was one or trre princ¡ai-i"riirìrrior*
"åär.
throysh.wh.ich-thg government rerated to the peasant
popuration on a
regular basis' BANRURAL's 1980-1982 broadining
loans must be viewed, not onry in the context
".rp
of sAñ{'s"i;;;;;;l; goaìs,
but also in rerms of rhe atrempred renewar
""ono*i"
ttt. rt"ä;;;#äå"",
BANRURAL responded.ro SAM by ftooding
"i
th;;;;o;ü"'*irr,
credit' The amounts of rand and numbÉr of producers
financed reached
all-time highs' while the establishment of thJ
sAM srrategy led to important increases in agriculturar credit, there were
still majä frourå-, i"
pol icy^coordinarion, for both formuiation
u
i*pr.-"ir"riãî
-seNthe iffe rent government. agricurtu re ug"
"a Aôcordi ng io ã'rãîã*""
tt;i"r.
-d
a.nalysr, productioã did not .Ju"tr itr oprimar
lever because of
.lYY-.'errclencles regarding-the complementarity
of use of credit, insurance,
and inputs" (for a further anarysis or sAñnuRAL
lending, see chapter 5).
FIRA: credit' FIRA,like BANRURAL, ofrered inrerest
rates of 12% to
any,maize and bean procrucer. other rates
were slightry ¿irrrr"rrtìut"¿ u"cording to rlpes of prod¡cer and activiry. n¡i¿¿r"_änã
üh:;;;;;;.."
ducers paid between 26% and 29o/o for itans
for .rop, oifi.r'iirïn"-uir.
and be ans. These remained the rates in
tssi, aite. 19gl's 30% infration rate
national network or

Sf ate-Ou'ned
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and 1982's 90-100% rate. The nominal scaling, then, was very gradual in
real terms and negative interest rates prevailed.

Both FIRA's number of benehciaries and amount of credit disbursed
íncreased markedly during sAM. Berween 1979 ancl 1980 the number of
¡-tRA credit recipients shot up i9%, fromz3l p00 to 424,0a0. The share of'
producers_considered to be of low income increased to 66.6%, but the
numberof higher-income producers still increased44%.In 19gl the total
number of recipients rose to 511,000, I l6zo ove r 1979, white the number o[
higher-income recipients fell for the first time. tn l98l FIRA created a new
caægory of credit recipient, "other fypes of producers," which was essentially an admission that its hitherto middle-income category actually included a substantial number of quite high income produõers. These úighincome producers received almost l5o/o of lggl ciedits (FrRA Dgz:io;.
During sAM, FIRA greatly increased both the amount and proportion of
attention to smaller producers while still increasing attentioì tô me<lium
and large producers.
sAM affected FIRA's activity in terms of types of operations as well.
Total FIRA credits increased 83% between thelgls-tgi9 and l9g0-l9gt
crop years,-with the proportion^of credit going to annual crops growing
rrom 42 to 50o/o. The share b^enefting basic grains increased at itrJtrignej
rate, 156.50/o, from 21 to 30o/o of FIRA credit. oilseeds and beef also increased their shares io t5 and 17%, respectiveiy (patron Guerra and Fuentes

Navarro, 1982:6).

Implementation

of sAM also involved

nonfinancial operational
increase technical as well as hnancial assistance. The prograrñ involved
67,000 producers in l98z, 860/o of whom were conside.ð¿ tõ ue of low income. They received 45o/o of the resources. The program as a whole
covered 854,000 hectares of maize and 275,000 hectarei of beans.
FIRA also introduced administrative changes to increase support serchanges. The medium-term maize and bean program was designed to

vices for low income rain-fed producers. New mechanisms for^commercial credit were introduced to promote the newAgricultural DevelopÀent
Law (ræy de Fomento Agropecuario). Because of the rapid expansion
of
credit, however, only an estimated 25o/o or lggl credits weie acruätty
supervised by FIRA- The rest were reportedly supervised either by BANRURAL

or not at all.

In order to evaluate it¡_11!ze a-nd bean program, FIRA drew a repre_
sentative sample from 97,000 clients during lgso-tgst. AII were
considered to be of low or middle income. FIRA defìned low income
as an annual net income of under 1000 times the daily minimum wage of the
region, while medium income was considered to te annual net
eaäinls of
between 1000 and 3000 times the local minimum wage. It shoulcl be
nãted
that some observers consider this cutoff to be relatively high, since
few
rural wage workers are employed year-round and most ¿o .tãt receive the
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minimum wage when they do work. The calculation ol net income is
another possible complication. since it is in the producer's interest to undervalue the estimate of net income in order to receive discounted credit,
the actual implementation of the income cutoffs is very sensitive to local
relations between producers and branch bank olficials.
The poll results indicate that 40o/o of the sample had not received credit
during the previous year, and 75o/o of them were of low income. of the
fotal,35o/o increased their area cultivated, and, 640/o of this group were of
low income. In addition, %)o/o of the area incorporated inio pàduction
belonged to producers with holdings of more than l0 hectares.in terms of
productivif ,460/o of the borrowers increased their crop yield, ól% of whom
were of low income. The correspondence between l,ong-term credit and
yield was indicated by the ñnding thatg2o/o of the lon-g-term borrowers
noted yield increases, which primarily came from irrigation and mechanization.

The FIRA study provides important data regarding access to inputs and
commercialization. Of those producers who iold their producti,on, only
460/o had access to the guaranteed price or its equivalenì. The g."ut
,nujority of these (70o/o) were not low-iniome producèrs. This groupihowed
a
large increase in prices received and share of harvest
in com-u-.L"tä¿
parison to the previous year. In terms of inputs, a direct relation was found
between access. degree of organization of ihe borrorvers, and income. The
producers without access tended to be unorganized and of low income.
FIR \ like BANRURAL, was able to use the large increase in financial
resources to expand its loans to the new target group, as well as to its old
clientele. As the FIRA polt and BANRUnT-latä indicate, the pubtic
credit institutions poured credit into the countryside; this enablåd the
politics of credit allocation to be a positive-sum game.
ANAGSA: Insurance. As part of SAM, eNÀCSe reduced its pre_
miums from 20 to 3o/o ror rain-fed maize,beans, rice, and whea! as well as
for irrigated maize and beans on plots under 20 hectares. with the Ministry of Finance covering the cost, area covered and amount of coverage
both shot up. All publicly hnanced crop loans must carry ANAGSA i;surance; an expansion in credit thus means an expansion in insurance.
In 1980 ANAGSA insured 4.6 million hecrares, 54.1% over 1979. Insured

area increased another 48.4%

in 1982 reached a record
1983:454).

in lggt to 6.9 million hectares. The coverage
7.6 mirlion hectares, a 10.60/o increase (FEp,

sAM's focus on basic grains changed ANAGSA's mix of crop coverage.
1979, 48o/o of ANAGSA's insured area was in maize,
rice, and
*L:lt rising to 69.60/o in l 98 L This meanr a 240o/o increasá beanå,
in areå, rrom t.¿
million hectares in maize, beans, rice, and wheat in 1979 to 4.á million
hectares in l98l (FEP, 1983:454). The share of insured maize
area jumped
fl"^ry^qf average of 40o/o during the tate 1970s to 690/o in f SSO (ÈËÞ, r,

In

I

98

l:322).
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ANAGSA's expansion of crop coverage was accompanied by a rapid increase in livestock and head-of-household life insurance coveragq as well.
While the expansion of livestock insurance was not a SAM goal, expansion of access to lile insurance was consistent with SAM's more political
eoals. A top ANAGSA offrrcial helcl that all categories of insurance went
ip because of the general increase in promotion.
In order to cope with the massive expansion in its coverage, ANAGSA

carried out major changes in its strucfure and procedures, including
reglon'al decentralization and increases in personnel and supervision in
the field. In part because of the newly increased coverage, ANAGSA
needed to ascertain each stage of investment that might be claimed as a
loss. An ANAGSA ofïicial held that supervision of credit use by both
bank and insurance officials reduces the opportunities for comrption
through false claims.
SAM created the political conditions that allowed ANAGSA to succeed
with its decade{ong effort to get the legislature to adopt a new agricultural
insurance law, which we nt into effect in early 1981. Its provisions included
the principle of "hectare lost, hectare paid," instead of the previous all-ornothing loss principle. Coverage was also extended to the producer's entire outlay. Before, coverage began only if 75o/o of the seed germinated, and
then it only insured 70% of the crop cost in irrigated zones and 50-60% in
dry land. For the hrst time, BANRURAL loans could be paid back in full
for crops that were lost. This dramatically increased its recovery rate. According to an ANAGSA source, the new law increased BANRURAL's
recovery rates from 650/o to over 90%. ANAGSA earned a hnancial surplus
in 1980 and l98l for the hrst time in ten years, but the implementation of
the new law involved shifting BANRURAL's losses to ANAGSAs accounts, which were then covered by the central government.
Agricu I n

ral

Pro ducti on

PRONAGRA: Farming. While PRONAGRA's growth increased rapidly because of SAM's push for production of basic grains, it did not take
on national signihcance. Area farmed in 1982 reached 127,000 hectares, a
236% increase over 1979. Production greweven more; 281,000 tons in l9B2
was a 1300% increase over 1979, consisting overwhelmingly of rice, in addition to some maize and sorghum (Cabrera Morales, 1982).
Commercialization

CONASUPO: Crop Purchasing. One

of the most important single

measures in the SAM progÌam was the increase in guaranteed prices for
basic food crops. The support prices were set by a consensus of"a commission of the Agricultural Cabinet, which was made up of top represent-

atives from the ministries of Agriculture, Finance, and Internal Com-
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merce, as well as CONASUPO, BANRURAL, and, informally befween
1980 and 1982, the SAM leadership. The commission had generally discussed proposals for price increases coming from SARH, which reportedly often met resistance from the Ministry of Internal Commerce, since if

would be responsible for having to increase tortilìa subsidies. BANRURAL reportedly tended to supporr SARH, and CONASUpO fell in be-

fween. According to one member of the commission, SAM "arrived with a
lot of political force," shifting the center of gravify of discussion greatly in

favor of increased prices to stimulate production.

In 1980 nominal prices were raised 28% for maize, 55o/o for beans, lB%
for wheat and 24o/o for sorghum. Since inflation was 28% in 1980, this
meant more of a halt in the decline of the prices than increases in constant
terms. Adjusted for inflation, beans increased 20o/o, but maize only 1%,
while wheat dropped 7% and sorghum 2o/o. ln 1981, however, nominal
prices were raised again, 47o/o for maize,33% for beans, 3l% for wheat, and
360/o for sorghum. Increases in constant-price terms were l5% for maize,
4o/o for beans, 17o for wheat, and 60/o for sorghum. By comparison, with the
1965-1969 price average as an index, the 1980 index ofprices in real terms
for maize was still 81, rising to 94 in 1981. It should be noted that while
sorghum support prices tended to keep up, SAM strategists recognized
that that policy did not slow sorghum's competition with maize. Increased
maize production by commercially oriented producers depends to some
degree on a favorable price relationship with the highly substitutåble
sorghum.
Mexico's inflation rate in 1982 was unexpectedly high, reaching 90100%. Nevertheless, the support price for maize was raised only 35o/o at a
time when inflation was expected to hit 50 to 600/othat year, which meant a
drop to an all-time low. Other nominal support-price increases followed
the same pattern, leading to the lowest constant prices offered in decades.
(SARH/DGEA""La Determinación de los Precios de Garantia para los
Productos del Campo," November 1982).

The earlier SAM price increases led to substantial increases in CONASUPO's share of national crop markets. In 1981 CONASUPO bought
ß.7% of that year's bumper maize crop, 2.9 million tons. This was more
than three times the amount purchased in 1980, which was only 7o/o of a
much smaller crop. CONASUPO's share of beans was 13.6% in 1980 and
35.8% in 1981, wheat held to 40o/o in 1981, and the share of sorghum production shot up to 37.8o/o (CONASUPO, Sistema C May 1982).
In 1980, the concentration of maize purchase in five states increased to
81.2o/o, as Chiapas increased in importance and Tamaulipas and México
decreased. In 1981, however, the top hve states'share decreased to 6g.9%,
while the total volume purchased tripled (CONASUPO, Sistema Cì July
1982).

llì,:i,
liili:iì
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On the demand side, CONASUPO's share was substantially higher

because of increased importe. Its share of the national maize supply was
1980 and 25.4% ín 1981. In response to the poor harvest of the
26.2%
ßig-1980 crop, however, maize imporls in 1980 tripled to 3.2 million tons,
and almost 2.5 million tons more were imported in 1981. Because of the

it

oi 1981, this led to the build-up of record maize reserves, 1.95
(CONASUPO, Sistema C, May i982). The total food imporr
tons
million
bíll did fall, however, from over IJ.S. $3 billion in 1980 to $2 billion in lgBl
a¡d an estimated $l billion in 1982 (Business Week, 20 Dec. 1982).
The extent of the import crisis of 1979-1980 was not only a major cause
of the adoption of the SAM strategy, it also led to a change in the way
Mexico imported grain. The magnitude of the imports gave Mexico's trade
decisions increased influence in the world grain market. In 1980, CONASUPO created the Foreign Trade Coordinating Body, which sfudied and
record crop

coordinated the use of futures markets

in international grain

trading.

CONASUPO purchased approximately one-third of its grain imports on
the futures market in 1981. After the unit thereby saved several million
dollars, it was converted from an office to a full department.

The Foreign Trade Coordinating Body was formed

in coordination

with, but not as a response to, SAM. Its director had previously worked in
the oflice of the presidency, the institutional location of the SAM planners. CONASUPO's formation of a unif to enter the grain futures market
systematically was not inconsiste nt with the concurrent strategy aimed at
self-suffìciency. Given the vagaries of the weather in Mexico, even a consistently applied self-sufficiency strategy could not achieve total îreedom
from the need to imporl and the new unit better equipped CONASUpO

for the management of import flows at any volume (Austin

and

Hoadley, 1987).

ANDSA (CONASUPO): Storage. The 1979-1980 imporr crunch
strained ANDSA's capacity, as it did all of Mexico's storage and transportation infrastructure. There was an investment in additional capacity during SAM, increasing 3.4o/o between 1979 and 1981. In 1982 ANDSA's

capacity grew another
1982:

10.1o/o

to 4.4 million tons (Merino

Castrejon,

l5).

BORUCONSA (CONASUPO): Storage. BORUCONSA's imporrance
increased substantiallybecause of SAM. Between 1979 and 1981, the number of rural warehouses increased 10.3%, from 1528 to 1686, while total
capacity grew 31.3%, from 1.49 million to 1.96 million tons, aside from the
reception centers. The actual tonnage of crops in storage rose j9.4o/o between 1979 and 1981, expanding the utilization of capacify from 29.6 to
40.4%. This increase reflects the combined effects of thè maisive l98l production increase and CONASUPO's increased intervention in the
market.
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Through the Rural Commercialization Assistance program
(PACE),
BORUCONSA subsidized producers'maize
transportation costs in an atrempr to broaden effecrive access ro the
official

i;;;. il;öìsis u.,¿
the pACE program underwent a change
of orientation thãt led to an
increase in irs share of Bo,RUCo¡rsÀ p"r?tr"ses
to 42.g% for rhe 19791980 crop year' The proced.urar
the
extension of reimbursements
"ttutrgãr'irrJuded

State'Own ed EnterPri'se.s

distribution of.this population,g60/oof sAM's designatecr..criticar
''-'"popura_
rion" was simitariy designated by DICONSa_COÞLÀ}ÍÀR.

sAM targeted all low-income rural communities for distriùution coverthose

1980.

to include initial rl..,""î._-,
rransportario"'uu,i¿iø.1-,ätiïJï,i'åt-ifi ffi
.åi,îJi:ïr:#r.i:
tlucers, exclusively foi producer.ïirui"--r.J^maize

and beans. The.e *u,
limit on the size of producer thar.o"láät"
u¿vanrage
ofif," p.oìrurn,
but since r9g2, pACE covered onry trrã
n^i'so
Between 1980 and l9gl, the u_oí"i-ãf'_uir" rons oimaize detifere¿.
PACE program jumped n'o." *run-¿ooi",'i;- pur"hared through the
19g,000 to 807,00õ tons.
PACE rhen accounràd. ror 27.7%
år iáäi'nitionur coNASUpo maize
purchases' Maize ourchases r""iutni
ÈÃóË ,"*i"", increased another
no

110% in the I 981 - l^982 cvcle
to r.z
tJn"s, auout 80% of B'RUC'NsA's torar purchases anã armosr -ìlä""
-r"nîinoRUCoNSA,s
rorar presAM high in l97g' Th^e.nu-mbers"irrpi"àr"ä^
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ofless than 500 inhabitants or not acc€ssible year-round.
age except
The rural expansion of DICONSA's nerwork in¿¡cate¿ ¡nc;;;rì;; cover_
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,"r"r
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ICONSA: Fbod processing. ICONSA p-roduced
significant shares of.
most of the processed products in the sAM ¡urr"
or ø.¿

sares

in i980 were 5r% over 1979,

-urî"|^¡ur^L"i

and in

r98l they weie ãä"2.'å".. lseo
volume of producrion increased 27o/o in rsso aná
i:"/. - îösi].à""r,irg
g3r'000 tons' substantial investment
increased ICONSA,s share of.
narionat food-processinq .uqu.jy-guri"! Sef"f
By tggt irs share ot
oilseed-mi'ing
capacity rose^to ró-syo, oil'rertning
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rat t'o t4o/o.IC.NSA'' sirare of wheut
rio". pïáä".?ràî
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MINSA: Maize Flour. Between l9g0 and
19g2, MINSA producrion
srew at 5o/o, rrom 28s,000 ro 300,000 to"t. iÀi ì;-"-å;;ä'ilifråiJ
,i,.
maize flour marker frcm 27.9 to za.s'À.lni
",
share of MINSA production
distributed rhrough TMpECSA
rillni,iî rr.rn
of production in 1982. (CONASUP
"'¿ õ,- l}á)a,+o¡.
TRICONSA: Bread-,Total brelt pioãu"tion
increased 14% berween
te79 and 1982. Arrer a6yo dyop i, rnicõñ'se
prràr"tiår"irlösöïni.h
cutthe markershare f:y?
7;2ty,yy12tif-aì"tion i,uá i""..árä¿ rsø,
bringing rhe marker
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LICoNSA: Mirk. $3.1e
Mit\ ggnftTpiiã"
it, ."pi¿ Årå*i irr"
the sAM period, during which LICöñsit
"."ti""é¿
,trur" of the markét increased
substantially' while consumption of rehydráted
and pasteurized mirk increased at over 4% annually ãuring
Seü,iicONSA,s share of sales rose
to 17% in 1980 and23o/o in l9gr. rñ rqs' äpproximarely
1.0 m'rion liters
per day were reconstituted from po*ã.."'i_ilk,
enriched, and sold to
selected low-income families trrr",igtty-0
,p"9i1r_étor"r-i" rni"li"-o ciry u,
2eo/o o r th e p ri ce o r co m m
e rcia l * i'Ë
rcóñÅÀ¡-ino,
1 e 8 0t.
o.o _
duction of concenrrated m'k i*."uràãìiìï"
r. om r979to l9gr, more than
doubring its share of rhe market
ü"1"70 a4% (coNASUpo, 1982b:
annex 22). This ranid growrh increased
ttre ¿incit ;;;;ffi;"pr"îu"uon.
In 1980, for examóle- imports increased rcgãÃ
ou"r 1979 (Santoyo and Urquiaga, 1982).
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ALBAMEX FERMEX: Animal Feed. Afrer a slighr drop

in

1981,

ALBAMEXs production of balanced feecl reached 42ó,000 toàs in 19g2,
20%over t!8! fhqincrease in grain production during SAM led ro an in_
creasein ALBAMEXs capacity utilization. ALBAMEXs grouth was constrained, !ow^eve-r, by its inability to break into the most important market
segment for feed-poultry. In order to compete with the iransnationals,
completely- vertically integrated line of poultry stock ancl inputs,
ALBAMEX planned to branch out inro the provision of poultry stock

through its new subsidiary, NUTRIMEX
FERMEX was created in r98l as a joint venture between ALBAMEX
and Japanese capital (q%). k.was designed to lessen Mexico's dependence on foreign technology in the livestock sector by producing two
amino acids, primarily lycine, for the feed industry

NUTRIMEX: Fortified Foods. NUTRIMEX considered itself ..100%
sAM"; it was created in direct response to sAM. Its goal was to improve

the nutritional content of the Mexican diet. It began fõod-enrichment projects to target specific zones and commodities. yucatán was the hrst state
to receive sugar fortihed with vitamins A and c and niacin. since soBs
process most Mexican sugar, access was not a problem. The technology to
produce.fortified sugar, which is no different in color or flavor, was available and not overly complex. By 1982 NUTRIMEX had the production

capacily to fortify Zto/o or naûonal maize flour production with rryptophan, an amino acid that maize lacks. The fortified flour was soid

through the DIcoNSL networ_k unlike sugar processing, maize processing is highly decentralized and dominated-byìhe privaló sector,'making

distribution of fortihed maize flour more diificutt. r.rurRruex, ttn..
main food product was a.rehydratedable powdered baby food made from
soy protein concentrate, imported nonfat dry milk, u.rá ,,rgu..
NUTRIMEX also adopted a strategy to deverop breeder stãck in poultry

r*^

and swine, but this was stalled by the l9g2 budgeì cuts. The goal had
been
to rupply, eventually through smail producers, fresh milk aid r0% of
the
national demand for mea! with an emphasis on the "low end" of the

Since milk was one
9f tfre. !1s!c nroducts targered for self_sufîiciency,
the s+M srrategy considered
uòoñsÀ"ä
stimulate primarv oroduc_tion- (CONÃb-Up efficienr mechanism... ro
O, S*rr^oC Jan._Feb.

tegrated line of livestock inputs, then dependence on transnational
corporations could be lessened.

LIC'NSA pro-ótèa tr.rtr-*ìrrì proà"1",ir"îrnin

l9g2).

rhe contexr of sAM,s
encoufagement of vertically integrated
food systems; it expanded its net_
work of refrigerated collecti'on ..,ít..r
ã'øt yäro provided support prices
and inputs to stimulate small_ and ,n"ãiu*-rrr.d
dairy producers.
LIC'NSA's

role within.

milk cotle*ecr increased1a.t1onar
r40v" i;

ASUPO, 1982b: annex

26).

p.oau"ìø-n'grew; the amou.t of fresh

iôãi;ã;"other

B0%

in

1982

(coN_

market.

sAM planners hoped that if SoEs could offer a vertically in-

NUTRIMEX distributed its food products through two channers. Lowincome and rural consumers were reached througñsmarr rio."r ruppri.a
or operated by DICONSA and IMPECSA. NUTRIMEX alsó ^sord
through private supermarket chains. Arthough intended to benefit
lowlncome people, it tried to avoicl the perception of its products
as inferior

goods. Nutrimex intended

to show the viability of

manufacturing

and- marketing nutritionally fortifìed foocrs, in the hope thar
if its
products were competitive, fortihcation woulcl be adopted^by
the private

sector.
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Patterns of SOE Responses
In this section we categorize SOE responses during the SAM period and
discuss the determinants of these responses (see Table 4.2). These SOE actions were not always entirely due to SAM: sometimes they were responses
to other pressures. Responses to sAM were both qualitative and quãntitative. Qualitative change is here dehned as the creation of a totally new
SOE activiy, a major change in the clientele served by the existing ac-

tivity, or a major change in the way economic activity is carried out (i.e.,
administrative procedures). Quantitative change is dehned as an increase
in output sales, market share, or other indicators of economic activity

during the period 1980-1982.

A comparison of SOE actions before and after the adoption of the SAM
policy shows that most food sector soEs increased theii level of activity,
some quite substantially, but without changing their basic orientation.
others did change the nature of their activities quite fundamentally during the t opez Portillo administration, but several had changed their
orientation well before SAM was adopted (e.g.,IMpECSA, DIÕONSA).
Others (e.g., BANRURAL, BORUCONSA-PACE) increased their scope
of activity dramatically without neglecting their traditional clientele, but
because this expansion increased attention substantially to new groups, it
has to be considered both qualitative and quantitative.
The designation of qualitative change does not imply structural or permanent change. The degree to which structural change occurred is much
more difficult to assess and would probably be made clearer with an
analysis of the nature of the post-1982 cutbacks in both amount and nafure of soE activity. NUTRIME)Ç for example, was unable to follow
thrgugh with its planned expansion in direct livestock production because
of budget cuts. BANRURAL, under pressure to leñd only to ..creditworthy" producers, cut back access to credit substantially in igg¡. The de-

Sßp-Ov,ned EnterPrises
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ol structural change could be measured by luture examination into

íttl.n of the qualitative SAM changes remained intact after i982.

Our analysis of the SOE responses are based on a combination of recorded data on 1980-1982 SOE actions and structured interviews rvith
¿irect participants in SAM's formulation and implementation. Among
these participants are high-level managers of three-fourths of the principal SOEs active in the food sector. We evaluate the factors facilitating
and inhibiting implementation in terms of the three categories used
earlier: temporal context, bureaucratic and political incentives, and
avaitability of economic resources. There are no precise boundaries between these categories; each feeds back into the others, as we see
below
TÞmporal Context. The 1979 grain shortfall, as important as it may
have been at the level ol policy making, did not create a "crisis-response
context" that in turn spurred the SOEs'propensity to act. In the eyes of
most SOE managers, 1979 was simply another bad crop year, natural to
rain-fed agriculture.

On the inhibiting side, the timing of the decision to adopt the SAM

strategy caused three kinds of problems. First, there were technical constraints that limited SOEs'ability to act. Fertilizer production capacity, lor
example, cannot be rapidly increased on short notice. Second, the short

iime frame limited the SAM strategists' abiliry- to consult fully at the
operational level of the SOEs. Where there was consultation before the
March 1980 announcement, SOE response was facilitated. But there were
missed opporhrnities and inefliciencies where consultation did not take
place, as in the placement of the shared-risk crop insurance program in
BANRURAL rather than ANAGSA, or in the hnancial cost of not planning ahead with FERTIMEX. Third, the adoption of the SAM strategy
with only two and one-half years remaining in the administration limited
the possibility of SOE structural changes. Furthermore, where fundamental changes were necessary to achieve SAM goals, the short time frame
also reduced the incentive to make them, since most top personnel change

Table 4.2.

Variation in SOE response to SAM
Quantitative change only

FERTIMEX
SIDENA
PRONAGRA
ANDSA
IMPECSA
ICONSA
MINSA
TRICONSA
ALBAMEX

Quantitative and qualitative change
PRONASE

BANRURAL
FIRA
ANAGSA
FTA
BORUCONSA

DICONSA
LICONSA
FERMEX

NUTRIMBX

;1..i; : :
j:l¡
Ii

with the change in administration.
Bureaucratic and Political lncentives. Regarding bureaucratic incentives, there was unanimity that the presidential priority SAM received was
crucial. The presidential announcement of SAM in a strongly nationalist
context helped to overcome some of the problems caused by the lack of
consultation at the operational level. There was, as a result, a consensus
around the desirability of national food self-sufficiency (although there
was strong debate after 1982 about its feasibility and cost). This meant that
the food sector SOEs all proclaimed their implementation of SAM. SAM's
political life was prolonged well into the 1982 lame-duck period by the
success of the l98l harvest, but it ran into serious problems when the 1982
crop shortfall became apparent and a new round of massive grain imports
was required. Since so much political and economic capital was invested
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in pursuit of aggregate production increases, the program as a whole was
judged in the context of unmet 1982 quantitative goais.
Because the presidential initiative did not extend to changes in the
operations of particular SOEs whose orientations were not necessarily
consistent with SAM, the SAM label was often put on activities associated
with pre-SAM food policy. This brings us to the point at which the issue of
the importance of the presidential blessing overlaps with the second
major bureaucratic factor affecting SOE response: previous SOE poiicy
orientation. SARH, for example, was concerned not only because SAM
could be seen as a bureaucratic competitor, but also because SARH had
its own dehnite policy agenda, one that differed in many important ways
from SAM's. SARH's approach tended to emphasize production efhciency and commercial producers, while SAM planners tended to be
more interested in improving income distribution. As a result of the way
SAM was translated from the drawing board to the countryside, some
SOE administrators and food system analysts considered SAM to have

in effect, co-opted by SARH.
The SOEs that responded most strongly to SAM were those whose own
orientation coincided with, or at least complemented, the SAM strategy.
been,

The growth of DICONSAb IMPECSA and BORUCONSA-PACE reflected their increased political importance resulting from policy orien:
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SOE that responded strongly with a complementary but distinct orientation was ANAGSA. The increased emphasis on agriculture after 1980 permitted ANAGSA to get the legislature to approve the only law not initiated by the presidency. That law changed ANAGSA's procedures,
increased insurance coverage, and shifted much ofthe hnancial burden of
nonpayment of crop loans from the producers and BANRURAL to
ANAGSA,
The third major political factor inhibiting implementation of SAM was
the lack of participation by the target group. Organized pariticipation by
small producers would have created political incentives for SOEs to give
them increased attention, as well as disincentives for SOEs that neglected
peasant needs. Had new peasant credit recipients received increased
BANRURAL attention because of a basic change in SOE procedures that
integrated them into allocation decisions, the target group's vulnerability
to the post-1982 cutbacks would have been less. Instead, it appears that
they received increased attention only because of a temporary availability
of extra resources from the central government.
Economic Resources. SOEs with policy orientations different from
SAM's, particularly those that sewed primarily producers other than
peasants who sow grain, were not forced to abandon their more privileged
constituencies, either politically or economically. The policy was to proclaim "We are all SAM" rather than to encourage divisiveness between
small and large landowners, or between peasants and ranchers. trIRA ancl
jì'lt:,
üìr;:rìj
l!1

I

l

r
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BANRURAL, for example, were able to respond to SAM's change in
oriorities by changing the distribution of their growing budgets, not by
ieducing or substantially changing their credit-allocation process. BANRURAL's percentage of crop loans for grain producers by 1982 was not
very different from what it had been at the beginning of the administration, but by increasing the amount and importance given to agricultural
credit, SAM was able to influence the credit's priorities.

Central government transfers to f<¡od sector SOEs permitted the SAM
oolicy makers to choose indiscriminate rather than targeted subsidies,
*tti.tt ln furn created an important incentive for SOE implementation of
SAM. Subsidies with access limited on the basis of need, however, would
have reduced SAM's political acceptability to the benefìcaries of previous
agricultural policy, that is, wealthier commercial producers. Targeted subsidies would also have required fundamental changes in the structures
and procedures of SOEs whose pre-SAM orientation was designed to
benefit other types of producers. Whatever the combination of short-term
political and economic pressures to choose indiscriminate subsidies as a
policy tool, the choice left the SAM strategy extremely vulnerable to the
budget cuts that began in l98l and 1982. The data surveyed above show
that almost all SOE activity grew less in 1982 than in 1981. The drop in real
prices offered for basic grains was perhaps most striking, hurting those
least able to s'ù¡itch to more profitable crops, the small peasant producers.
Those qualitative changes that were carried out, such as the broadening of
credit and insurance access to peasants, except for those embodied in law,
were particularly vulnerable to budget cuts. This was precisely because of
the implementation strategy of adding on ne\¡/ groups instead of changing
the structures and procedures through which SOEs allocated goods and
services

in the food sector.

Conclusions and Implications for Policy Implementation
From our research and findings one can draw some general conclusions and implications regarding the use of SOEs as implementers of
Mexican food policy.
Responsiveness. The Mexican food sector SOEs demonstrated a clear
capacity to respond signihcantly to major shifts in lood policy. They were
able to greatly augment their levels of activity in terms of production and
delivery of goods and services and the number of clients served. The SOEs
also showed that they could respond relatively quickly.
The SOEs should not be viewed, however, as instruments that respond

automatically, willingly, or even efficiently. Their responsiveness is
shaped by the positive and negative incentives lor change that they face.
Each SOE has its own institutional agenda, and its managers have individual priorities. Any new policy thrust impinges on these institutional
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and individual agendas and priorities, and the degree of congruence

shapes the responsiveness. If should also be recognized that SOEs have a
natural tendency to bend the policy in the implementation process toward

their own inclinations, which may deviate from the original intentions of
the policy makers. This implies that policy makers should attempt to
assess the degree of congruence of the policy with the SOEs, shape a set of
incentives to motivate adherence, and devise a control system that can
monitor implementation.
Conclusions regarding the efhciency with which the SOEs can implement food policy cannot be derived from our research. Chapter I l, on production and costs of SAM, addresses the general issue. Anecdotal evidence points to examples of comrption and wastefiulness in implementing
SAM, although these may have been insignificant compared to the
magnitude of the program. Nonetheless, they do point to the need for a
strong audit and control system for the fìnancial aspects of SOE operations.

Political Support. Within the Mexican political system a major shift in
food policy strategy must have strong and visible presidential support if it
is to elicit a positive response from the SOEs. Although SOEs operate to a

signihcant degree as autonomous economic entities, they and their
managers, who are political appointees rather than tenured civil servants,
are quite responsive to presidential priorities. Food policy emanating, for
example, from the secretary of agriculture, will simply not elicit the same
degree of response from the SOEs as that coming from the presidency.
Economic Resources. The SOEs do have the capacity to transform in-

creased economic resources into increased goods and services. Added
fìnancial resources allow SOEs to implement new policies less painfully.
The SOEs can increase their services to the new priority group (small producers) without decreasing their services to a traditional clientele (larger
farmers). This lacilitates the SOE's task of managing its multiple constituencies and therefore its receptivity toward the new policy.
The negative side is the frrscal burden. When the subsidies that are channeled through SOEs are generalized rather than targeted, the government
pays a heavy price. On grounds of social equity there is little justification
for subsidizing higher-income producers or consumers. Politicalty it may
be deemed nec€ssary, but its costs can be severe. If the government decides
to institute selective subsidies, then it should expect possible resistance
from those SOEs that may be forced to reduce benefits to traditional
clients.
Timing. The timing of policy shifts affects the SOE's efhciency and
motivation. The shorter the lead time between the policy decision and its
implementation, the greater the likelihood of inefficiency. Similarly, the
greater the ciivergence of the new food policy from the old, the more
chance for problems in the adjustment process. New strategies generally
require new structures or administrative procedures in order to be im-
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plemented effectively and effìciently. The soEs require time to make such
òr ganizational

cha

nges.

In addition to the lead-time effects on efhciency, there is the impact on
SOE behavior due to the timing of the policy change in relation to the
polidcal cycle. The later the policy is announced during the six-year presidential term, the more uncertain is the SOE commitment to the change.

There is a tendency to become more risk-averse or cautious as the change
in administration moves closer. In part this is because of the traditional
lack of continuity of policies across sqenios, and therefore the relucta nce
to be overly identihed with a policy that might not be acceptable to the incoming president. Thus, in terms of soE response, the earlier in the potitical cycle one can launch the new strategy, the better.
Participation. To help ensure the effectiveness and efhciency of the im-

plementation of policy, SOEs should be involved in the process of formulating policy. As key implementers, SOEs have a clearer understanding of the realities in the held, and these realities should be considered in
policy formation to ensure that the proposed actions are feasible. Macro
policy must be fused with micro realities, and SOEs can help in the planning of the fusion,
Not only should the top managers of SOEs be consulted, but the
operation-level officials as well. Participation by soE personnel increases
their commitment to the policy and thereby makes adherence more probable as well as more efhcienl
Effective policy implementation also requires joint understanding and
commitment between soEs and clients. If the policy involves a shiftln attention from one clientele to another, however, the mobilization and participation of the new beneficiaries in program decision making ãnd
operations may be essential to implementing the policy change. Thii may
involve friction and conflict in the struggle to develop new modes of interaction, but if the clientele are to change, so too must the SOEs. In the
end, it is the degree of commitment and consensus among policy makers,
soEs, and clients that significantly determines the effeciivenejs of food
policy implementation.
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possibilities of food systems. When the opporfuniS arose to mount a
study of the recent experience of food policy formation and implementation in Mexico, particularly that of the Sistema Alimentario Mexicano
(SAM-Mexican Food System), we accepted it with much enthusiasm,
and with some trepidation: enthusiasm, because we perceived an opportunity to make a meaningful contribution to increased understanding of
food policy, both in Mexico and elsewhere; trepidation, because of the difhculty of trying to shed additional light on the SAM experience, which
had already been in the political and intellectual spotlight during the entire three years of its existence (1980-1982).
The undertaking was a major one, requiring strong instifutional support and extensive intellectual collaboration from many colleagues inside
and outside Mexico. A shared conviction that a scrutiny of the SAM experience was important to Mexico and to the international food community provided the cohesion and commitment essential to a collaborative effort.
Financial and material support was provided by Harvard University's
Graduate School of Business Administration, the Sociedad Mexicana de

Planihcación (SMP-Mexican Planning Society), and El Comité Promotor de Investigaciones para el Desarrollo Rural (COPIDER-Committee to Promote Rural Development Research). The research was part
of a global food policy project carried out in conjunction with the Harvard
Business School's 75th Anniversary Research Colloquium Series. It also
was part of the larger food and peasant research agendas of the SMP and

